
MegaCAD Lt
For newcomers to professional CAD drawing.

Einfach schneller.

MegaCAD Lt belongs in every engineering studio where precision drawings, sketches, flow diagrams or informational graphics are produced. 

It offers every key drawing and editing function in a clearly laid-out menu.

MegaCAD Lt Version helps you to get started in professional drawing – at an excellent price-performance ratio. You will be using the drawing 

software within a very short time with no need to attend time-consuming training courses. As your requirements grow, an upgrade to the larger 

MegaCAD 2D or 3D versions is possible at any time so you will always have the CAD software you need to do the job in hand.

The benefits at a glance:

	Dimensionally accurate drawing as if with a template, ruler and

compass

	Clearly structured, customizable user interface

	Fast navigation within the drawing using the mouse wheel

	Intuitive menu offers you functions as you need them

	Move and stretch elements with drag and drop

	Import and store raster data for processing old paper diagrams

	Read and write DWG and DXF files

	Output file lists on different printers
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We look forward to your call:  
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Like drawing at a drawing board

 Draft and add detail technical drawings, from single parts to
assembly drawings

 Draw with dimensional accuracy as if with a template, ruler
and compass 

 Fast navigation within the drawing using the mouse wheel
 Intuitive menu offers the right functions at the right time

Accurate dimensioning

 Dimensioning Wizard suggests the most likely type of dimension 
 toggle automatically between horizontal, vertical, parallel, angle

and distance dimensioning 
 On-screen manual entry for individual dimensions

 Pre-defined shapes facilitate the production of drawings
(rectangles, long holes, keyholes, curved slots) 

 Wizards for fast production of notches

Drawings created with the first version of MegaCAD (1985)
can be loaded and worked on with no problems at all.
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Modification made easy

 Move and stretch elements with drag and drop 
 Use the command cursor to modify elements with a

mouse click
 Uncomplicated on-screen editing
 Duplicate, rotate, move, copy, mirror or stretch
 edit dimensions and text on screen 

Technical documentation / DTP

 enhance offers with illustrations 
 Add images to assembly instructions and operating manuals 
 Outline mode for engraving and cutter plotters 
 Import and store raster data for processing old paper diagrams 
 Fully scalable truetype fonts 
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